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ABSTRACT :  

Haryana's culture is reflective of this colourful state. Submerged in the rich cultural heritage of Vedic 
Period, the mystical state of Haryana stands out from the crowd. Characterised by the hookahs and the 
charpoys, the vivid fairs and the swaying paddy fields; Haryana is one of the wealthiest states in India and is 
one of the most economically developed regions in South Asia. Popularly known as 'The Home of Gods', 
Haryana shares its borders with Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh and Delhi. This vibrant 
state has a bountiful culture, heritage, festivals, folklores and a vibrant landscape. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The name of Haryana immediately invokes the picture of a State which amazingly joins both-relic 
and bounty. The Vedic place that is known for Haryana has been a support of Indian culture and human 
progress. Indian conventions view this district as the lattice of formation of northern special stepped area' 
where Brahma played out the unblemished penance and made the universe. This hypothesis of creation has 
been affirmed to a vast degree by archeological examinations did by Guy E. Explorer in 1915, who has built 
up that 15 million years back, early man lived in the Haryana Shivaliks. The Vamana Purana expresses that 
King Kuru furrowed the field of Kurukshetra with a brilliant plowshare drawn by the Nandi of Lord Shiva and 
recovered a region of seven Kosas. Packed with fantasies, legends and vedic references, Haryana's past is 
saturated with greatness. It was on this dirt that holy person Ved Vyas composed Mahabharata. It was here, 
5,000 long years back that Lord Krishna lectured the good news of obligation to Arjuna at the on set of the 
extraordinary clash of Mahabharata:"Your right is to carry out your responsibility and not to fret over the 
organic products (Outcome) thereof !" Since at that point, this reasoning of the amazingness of obligation 
has turned into a reference point to succeeding ages. 
 The Mahabharata knows Haryana as the place that is known for copious grains (Bahudhanyaka) and 
monstrous wealth (Bahudhana). Before the Mahabharata war, a skirmish of ten lords occurred in the 
Kurukshetra locale. In any case, it was the Mahabharata battled for the most elevated estimations of nobility 

which provided for the area overall popularity as a result 
of the significant and advanced idea clarified in the 
blessed Bhagavadgita by Lord Krishna presented to the 
trembling Arjuna.  
 The area has been the scene of numerous a war 
on account of its being 'A Gateway to North India'. As 
years moved by, progressive surges of the Huns, the 
Turks and the Tughlaqs attacked India and definitive 
fights were battled on this land. Toward the finish of the 
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14 century, Tamur drove a military through this zone to Delhi. Afterward, the Mughals vanquished the 
Lodhis in the notable skirmish of Panipat in the year 1526. Another definitive fight was battled in the year 
1556 at this very site, building up the matchless quality of the Mughals for quite a long time to come. 
Towards the center of the eighteenth century, the Marathas had built up their influence over Haryana. The 
interruption of Ahmed Shah Durrani into India, coming full circle Maratha authority and the fast decay of the 
Mughal domain, driving at last to the approach of the British standard. 
 Surely, the historical backdrop of Haryana is the adventure of the battle of virile, upright, 
straightforward and pleased individuals. From antiquated occasions, the general population of Haryana have 
borne the primary brunt of trespassers and outside crowds with their known qualities if boldness and valor. 
They have endured numerous a change, maintaining the customary magnificence and enormity of the land 
right up 'til the present time. The age making occasions of yesteryear, the suffering in the First War of Indian 
Independence in 1857, the incredible forfeits in the opportunity battle, and the showcase of exceptional 
valor, unfazed boldness, and bravery as of late are all with regards to the character of this place that is 
known for activity. Striking in soul and activity, the general populations of Haryana have shaped a rampart 
against powers of animosity and hostile to patriotism.  
 Haryana has dependably remained a meeting for differing races, societies and beliefs. It is on this 
dirt that they met, combined and solidified into something really Indian. Hindu Saints and Sikh Gurus have 
crossed the place that is known for Haryana spreading their message of all inclusive love and fellowship. Sihi 
in Faridabad, the origin of incredible Hindi writer Surdas, is another core of culture in Haryana while the 
legend of Lord Krishna is extremely apparent in the lives of the general population. The affection for steers 
and the plenitude of milk in the eating routine of Haryanavis endures right up 'til the present time which 
provided for the area overall popularity.  
 Haryana rose as a different State in the government universe of the Indian Republic on November 
1,1966. With only 1.37% of the absolute geological region and under 2% of India's populace, Haryana has cut 
a position of refinement for itself amid the previous three decades. Regardless of whether it is farming or 
industry, trench water system or provincial jolt, Haryana has walked towards advancement significantly. 
Today, it appreciates the special refinement in India of having given power, metaled streets and consumable 
drinking water to every one of its towns inside record time. Haryana is among the most prosperous states in 
India, having one of the most elevated per-capita pay. 
 
Some essential parts of Haryana culture are- 
1. Fairs 
 Alongside the hypnotizing engineering and various vacation spots, Haryana has picked up a ton of 
distinction for the vivacious fairs sorted out there. The most acclaimed of these are- 
 
Surajkund International Fair  
 This reasonable set up in suburbia of Faridabad consistently is a paradise for specialty and handloom 
darlings. With the sprinkle of hues and the musicality of the rhythms, this reasonable delightfully depicts the 
rustic piece of their way of life and is a super achievement consistently. Enhanced with multicuisine 
sustenance courts and distinctive experience and beguilement rides, this mela is gone to by a large number 
of individuals from adjacent spots. 
 
Source 
Mango Mela 
 Sorted out in the long stretches of June and July at 'Yadavindra Gardens' of Pinjore, this mela is an 
incredible treat for the mango darlings. The Mango Mela does not just extinguishes the general population's 
wants o the diverse assortment of mangoes yet in addition offers a gathering to help the ranchers to sell 
their mangoes and show them the most recent innovation to raise their mango generation. 
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Source 
Baisakhi Mela 
 Facilitated by the Haryana Tourism on 13-fourteenth April at Pinjore Gardens each year, this 
reasonable recognizes the celebration of Baisakhi. A plenty of guests witness the festivals with extraordinary 
eagerness and skip. 
 
Source 
Pinjore Heritage Festival 
 This celebration is commended each year in the long stretch of December to praise the lively and 
rich culture of Haryana. Artists, vocalists and artists play out their fine arts here. This is an incredible yearly 
occasion that centers around the history and legacy of old Pinjore town and its brilliant greenery enclosures. 
 
Source 
2. Festivals 
 To celebrate different events and occasions, various energetic celebrations occur in Haryana. These 
celebrations incorporate Teej, Guga Navmi, Gita Jayanti, Kaartik Cultural Festival and a one of a kind festival 
known as Sohna Car Rally. The most renowned celebration of all occasions is Teej. It is normally celebrated 
on the third day of 'Shrawana' month. The celebration is praised with incredible grandeur and eagerness 
everywhere throughout the state. Swings are set up in the greenery enclosures and the young ladies apply 
henna staring them in the face. Young ladies and ladies get spruced up in beautiful and lively garments and 
take part in moving and singing all through the night. 
 
Source 
3. Cuisine 
 The valid cooking of Haryana offers finger licking delights in particular Kachri ki Sabji, Churma, 
Malpuas, Bathua Raita, Meethi Gajar, Singhri ki Sabji, Meethe Chawal, Rabri and substantially more. It will 
without a doubt charm your heart and abandon you with a waiting delayed flavor impression, requesting 
more. The general population of Haryana give a great deal of significance to drain items like curd and lassi, 
and thus consolidate them in the entirety of their dinners. 
 
Source 
 From days of yore, Haryana has a custom of getting ready and appropriating 'goond ladoos', 
arranged in desi ghee, on the entry of another conceived. Similarly, there is a scope of 'choormas' that are 
served on explicit events. 
 Some other conventional indulgences incorporate paranthas with bathua raita, steamed rice with 
kadhi, khichri, kadai hara cholia and some unique assortments of rotis like besan masala roti and bajra aloo 
roti. 
 
4. Art and craft 
 Expressions and artworks of Haryana include the different types of move, music, ceramics, weaving, 
painting, weaving, chiseling, and so on. The claim to fame is the famous town crafted works. Aside from 
being the significant wellspring of salary for the experts, these fine arts are a super hit among visitors. The 
shades of ceramics, the molds of earth, the sparkle of crafted works, the dots of earthenware; all consolidate 
to show the inventive creative ability of thousands of craftsmen. 
 
Source 
 Like some other area of India, Haryana likewise has its customary type of move and music which is 
very well known among individuals from everywhere throughout the globe. The popular conventional move 
frames incorporate Ghoomar, Gangaur and Khoria move. The old society music of Haryana is essentially of 
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two kinds established and field. Established structure has a place with the incredible legends while wide 
open music incorporates melodies with changed ragas, sung in Hindustani style. These ragas involve Pahari 
style, Kafi, Bhairavi and Malhar style of music. Additionally, unique kinds of melodic instruments like Dholak, 
Drum, Matka, Harmonium, Damru, Shehnai, Manjira and Nagara, alongside the Khanjri, Sarangi, Tasha and 
Ghunguru, and so on are played amid the singing and moving celebrations. 
 The workmanship producers in Haryana offer an assortment of expressions and specialties including 
ceramics making, perfect furnishings and woodcarving, handlooms, and so forth. Most prevalently weaved 
handlooms are the shawls and durries. Haryana Shawls are very notable due to the Phulkari, which has an 
extraordinary interest for its rich weaving everywhere throughout the globe. 
 
5. TRADITIONS AND CUSTOMS 
 Haryana has been an observer to a great deal of aged conventions and traditions. It has developed 
through the desolates of times has still figured out how to clutch a large number of its conventions some 
great and some not very great. The locals of Haryana have constantly loved an essential way of life with 
economical requirements. Henceforth, it is in a condition of never-ending strife between ancient 
conventions and present day advancement. 
 The general population of Haryana carefully hold fast to their traditions and social conventions. One 
such convention is of reflection. Yoga and reciting of Vedic mantras have turned into a natural piece of their 
way of life. The tongue of Haryana, famously known as Haryanvi, Bangaru or Jatu; is known to be somewhat 
unrefined yet is loaded with natural funniness and straightforwardness. 
 
Source 
 The greater part of the general population of Haryana have pretty much equivalent economic 
wellbeing. The factor of age is a truly overwhelming characteristic in Haryana, as all seniors, regardless of 
whether rich or poor are treated with most extreme regard and respect. Therefore, it shows a communist 
nature. In certain pieces of the state, financial status of an individual is likewise dictated by the quantity of 
steers he possesses! 
 Individuals here will in general hold their racial immaculateness by not permitting relational unions 
in the equivalent gotra. Widow Remarriages are likewise not energized and it is consequently an extremely 
huge commitment to the network. 
 Aside from all the lively and hearty traditions of Haryana, there are a great deal of practices here 
which needs alteration at the most punctual. The major among them are the forswearing of training to the 
young lady kid, female child murder and routine with regards to the purdah. 
 
6. Traditional Dress 
 The dynamic quality of the general population of Haryana is very obvious in their way of life as well. 
Their effortlessness and vivacious energy discover articulation in their method for sprucing up. 

Ladies of Haryana demonstrate an uncommon liking towards hues. Their essential trousseau 
incorporates Daaman, Kurti and Chunder. 'Chunder' is the since quite a while ago, shaded bit of material, 
designed with gleaming bands and themes, and is intended to cover the head. 'Kurti' is a shirt like a pullover. 
The 'Daaman' is the flairy lower leg long skirt, in striking dynamic hues. 
 The men for the most part wear 'Dhoti', the wraparound material, tucked in the middle of the legs 
with a white-hued kurta worn over it. 'Pagri' is the customary headgear for men, which is presently worn for 
the most part by the old townspeople. All-white clothing is a grown-up toy for men. 
 Envision a state in India where how well off an individual is made a decision by the quantity of steers 
the individual has! Where the brilliant beams of the rising sun enter the verdant fields and the twittering of 
feathered creatures loan a sweet music to the ears. The hooks, the dairy animals, the chats, the milk, the 
paddy handle, the brilliant celebrations…..Yes, it is Incredible Haryana, otherwise called "The Home of Gods". 
Haryana shares its outskirts with a few conditions of India like Rajasthan, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, and 
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Himachal Pradesh. The state is a guest's joy in light of its inviting individuals, wonderful atmosphere, rich 
woods, delightful fairs, translucent lakes, old landmarks, peaceful scenes, lip-smacking nourishment and 
then some. The rundown does not finish here as there is a plenty of activities and see things that you will 
absolutely esteem and make you FALL IN LOVE with Haryana. 
 
Source 
 The way of life of Haryana goes back to the Vedic occasions and the locals are known for their rich 
social legacy. Being a conventional society, the state has its own social convictions and practices. Regardless 
of the impacts from the Mughals and afterward the British, Haryana has held its old legacy and keeps on 
being the banner carrier of its conventions. From its old artistic expressions to their customary attire and 
natural way of life, we have a great deal to pick up from this enhancing society. 
• Chandigarh, September 27: While portraying Haryana's way of life as rich and dynamic, Haryana Chief 
Minister Mr Manohal Lal said that the state government has found a way to advance our rich culture and 
convention at national and universal dimension. Aside from the sending social troops to different nations for 
execution, global Surajkund Crats Mela and Gita Jayani Samaroh are composed each year exhibiting our rich 
culture and convention.  
• Mr Manohal Lal was talking as a Chief Guest at the primary CU-Rhythms International Folklore Festival 
sorted out at Indradhanush Auditorium at Panchkula close here today. MP Mr Rattan Lal Kataria, Education 
and Tourism Minister, Mr Ram Bilas Sharma, Finance Minister Capt Abhimanyu and MLA Mr Gian Chand 
Gupta were likewise present on this event.  
• While respecting the craftsmen, the Chief Minister said that it is matter of pride that around 400 
specialists from 20 unique nations have taken part in this celebration. 'I welcome all of you in Haryana' he 
included.  
• He said that today the human life has turned out to be progressively upsetting which is putting an 
unfriendly effect on the true serenity of individuals. In such a circumstance, such exhibitions are the best 
medium through which we could accomplish balance throughout everyday life.  
 
• "Haryana has a rich history. The divine message conveyed by Lord Krishna on the blessed place that is 
known for Kurukshetra 5000 years prior is as yet common in the present world and individuals are tailing it 
in their lives", he included.  
• He additionally praised Regional Director, Haryana Kala Parishad and Coordinator of the program Mr. 
Gajender Phogat for sorting out this program and said that such projects ought to be composed consistently. 
For which, he guaranteed all help and participation of the state government.  
• Speaking on this event, Additional Chief Secretary, Art and Culture Department, Mrs. Dheera Khandelwal 
said that Haryana has a rich, beautiful and energetic culture and such sort of programs gives a stage to the 
craftsmen to feature culture of their separate state and nations.  
• Earlier, the craftsmen of Haryana, Poland, Singapore, Indonesia, Russia, Italy and China gave their 
exhibitions which made the gathering of people entranced. 
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